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ABSTRACT
The co-generation nuclear power plant (CNPP) producing electricity and district-heating heat is planned to be
constructed in Archangelsk Region of Russia.

Following the “Letter of Intent” signed by Governor of Archangelsk region and by Minister of the Russian Federation
for atomic energy the feasibility study of the Project has been done.

The NPP will be based on the four co-generation nuclear power units with the Russian VK-300 SBWR.

The innovative passive VK-300 reactor facility has been designed on the basis of well-established nuclear technologies,
proven major components, the operating experience of the prototype VK-50 reactor in RIAR, Dimitrovgrad, and the
experience in designing such reactors as SBWR (GE) and SWR-1000 (Siemens).

The CNPP’s total power is planned to be 1000 MW(e) and district-heating heat production capacity 1600 Gcal /h.

A detailed description of the results of the feasibility study is presented in the report.

The results of the feasibility study have shown that the Archangelsk CGNP is feasible in terms of engineering,
economics and production.

1 INTRODUCTION
One of the real ways of enhancing considerably the efficiency and competitiveness of nuclear power plants is
to build dedicated plants for co-generation of heat for district heating or water desalination and power (CHP).

CHP is the largest and the growing power sector in Russia with its cold climate. The CHP sector accounts for
more than half of the commercial power output.

The CHP share is also notable in some European countries (Fig. 1). On the average, the CHP share in district
heating in Europe is 67% [1]. The EU directive stipulates further development of co-generation as the most
efficient and fastest way of power saving and reducing CO2 emissions.

Nuclear power facilities can be used effectively in CHP.

The co-generation nuclear power plants (CNPP) should meet the specific requirements: enhanced safety
enabling this deployment in the immediate vicinity of large residential areas; relatively low power (200-300
MW(e)) determined by the conditions of reliable and efficient heat supply to population; low specific capital
cost to secure the economic efficiency and competitiveness of power units with such low capacities.

Development of dedicated reactor facilities and nuclear power units for CNPP is required to meet these
requirements.
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At present time, the Program of activities in the “Application of Nuclear Power Facilities for CHP” field is
implemented in Russia.

An important Project under this Program is the building of a pioneer CNPP in the Arkhangelsk Region,
North of Russia.

Presented below are some results of the Arkhangelsk CNPP feasibility study.

2 REQUIREMENTS TO ARKHANGELSK CNPP 
The modern status and prospects of developing the regional power complex were analyzed, including the
status and development of the following: heat and power demands; CHP fossil-fuel power plants problems;
fuel supply; heat and power rates; environmental conditions; social problems.

It should be noted that the Arkhangelsk power system has a small capacity, is practically isolated and
supplied largely with expensive imported fossil fuel.

A conclusion has been made as the result of the analysis that it is necessary to build a large-power CNPP in
the Arkhangelsk Region by 2010-2012. This CNPP will have a heat generation rate up to 1600 Gkal/h and
the electric power up to 1000 MW(e). In combination with fossil-fired CHP, it will provide for the
development and enhanced efficiency of supplying the Arkhangelsk agglomeration consumers with heat and
power, a reduction in the fossil fuel consumption for power needs, a decrease in the number of boiler houses
and a lower power cost.

3 TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ARKHANGELSK CNPP

3.1 Reactor facility
The Arkhangelsk CGNP is based on an innovative passive simplified boiling-water reactor facility of VK-
300 [2] developed specifically for CNPP.

The consistent implementation of the principles of structural simplicity and operating passivity of the main
equipment and systems laid down in the co-generation unit project based on the commercially proved and
mastered components, using the experience of developing, building and operating more than a hundred of
boiling-water reactor units across the world has contributed considerably to meeting the specific
requirements to co-generation nuclear plant units.

VK-300 is a direct cycle reactor with a natural coolant circulation (Fig. 2).

The reactor has a comparatively small number of main components: a core, steam separators and controls.
The fuel elements are similar to the VVER reactor core. Steam separators were also developed for the VVER
steam generators. Therefore, the main components of the VK-300 reactor have been commercially mastered
in Russia. The development of the VK-300 reactor is based on a many-year successful experience of
operating a VK-50 boiling-water reactor with natural coolant circulation at RIAR, Dimitrovgrad.

The reactor core is cooled during normal operation of the reactor and in any emergency by natural coolant
circulation. The VK-300 design uses a unique system of the coolant circulation and multi-stage separation in
the reactor. By preliminarily extracting moisture from the flow and delivering it back to the core inlet, we
can reduce the mass flow rate via the separators and thus ensure a lower hydraulic resistance of the circuit
and, as a consequence, raise the natural circulation rate. The arrangement of the circulation and separation
circuits in the reactor is shown in Figure 3.

A special attention was given to ensuring the required safety level, for which regulatory safety requirements
much more rigid than those for NPPs were taken as the basis. A high safety level of the VK-300 RF is based
on the consistent implementation of the defence-in-depth concept, mature inherent safety features, high-
reliable multi-channel passive systems of reactor shutdown in any accidents, and effective passive multi-
channel nuclear fuel and core cooling systems.

Very important for the successful control of the chain fission reaction are reactivity effects and coefficients
that form the basis for the reactor assured controllability and stable operation. The VK-300 reactor has just a
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small reactivity margin for nuclear fuel burnup thanks to partial refuelling and use of burnable absorbers.
Minimisation of the reactivity margin creates pre-conditions for designing a simpler CPS with “light” rods,
which mitigates the consequences of accidents with the CPS rod withdrawal.

Another innovative feature of the VK-300 project is application of a metal-lined primary containment (PC)
of reinforced concrete. The PC helps to solve the safety assurance problem in cost efficient and reliable way
using structurally simple passive safety systems. The PC is rather small (about 2000 cubic meters). It
performs the functions of: a safeguard (additional) reactor vessel; a protective safety barrier limiting the
release of radioactive substances during accidents with ruptures of steam, feedwater and other pipelines
immediately near the reactor; providing the possibility of the emergency core cooling by the reactor cooling
water making additional water inventory unnecessary.

The emergency cooldown tanks (ECT) contain the water inventory for emergency reactor flooding and core
cooling during steam or water line ruptures within the PC. Besides, the ECTs perform the functions of:
making up the cooling water inventory in the reactor during accidents by returning the condensed coolant to
the reactor; receiving steam or steam-water mixture (for example, the exhaust of the reactor safety valves
installed inside the PC).

Pressure grows inside the PC during accidents caused by a rupture of a steam line or feedwater pipeline
adjoining the reactor within the containment, which serves as a signal for actuation of the reactor scram and
passive closure of shutoff devices (valves) cutting the reactor off from the external steam-water lines. A
pressure reduction in the reactor as the result of the coolant leak through the rupture creates conditions for
the water delivery from the ECTs to the reactor via a special pipeline under the action of hydrostatic
pressure. The steam-air mixture goes via discharge pipelines from the containment to the ECTs where it is
condensed. As a result, the ECT – reactor – PC – ECT circulation circuit is formed and its function ensures
long-term passive cooling of the reactor.

Another class of violations of the reactor facility normal operation is connected with the loss of the heat
removal from the reactor as the result of failures or false operation of components of the system for steam
removal to the turbine or feedwater supply to the reactor. The primary task following the scram actuation is
to remove the residual heat from the shutdown reactor and ensure its normal cooldown.

This function is performed by the residual heat removal system (RHRS) that passively removes heat from the
reactor in special heat condensers located inside the PC. The condensers are connected to the reactor by
pipelines that are filled with water during normal operation of the reactor. As the water level decreases in the
reactor, the upper pipeline opens for the steam passage from the reactor to the condensers and the resultant
condensate goes back to the reactor. The RHRS condensers are cooled with water from the emergency
cooldown tanks. The system is fully based on passive principles of action and ensures natural heat transport
from the reactor to the emergency cooldown tanks.

Therefore, heat from the reactor is accumulated in the emergency cooldown tanks in case of emergencies.
The water inventory in the tanks has the thermal capacity that is sufficient for taking up the residual heat of
the shutdown reactor during 24 hours autonomously (i.e. without heat removal from the tanks and without
personnel interference) without boiling. It is possible to make this time interval as long as appropriate thanks
to the operation of the system for heat removal from the tanks to the ultimate heat sink (RHRS-UHS). This is
a simple and reliable system having a natural circulation water circuit including heat exchanging apparatus
sunk in the ECT water at the one end and atmospheric air cooled heat exchangers beyond the reactor
department rooms at the other end. The RHRS-UHS maintains the ECT water temperature conditions by
removing heat from the tanks during normal operation of the reactor and is capable of ensuring long-term
passive reactor cooldown in emergency conditions. Figure 4 schematically shows the interaction of the main
systems ensuring nuclear fuel cooling in the reactor during normal operation of the power unit and in
emergency conditions.

The reactor is provided with two reactivity control systems that use different principles of action. The first of
the system is a traditional rod system including 90 drives of the CPS. Each of the drives simultaneously
moves control rods installed in three adjoining fuel assemblies of the core.
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The second reactivity control system is a liquidous system intended for introducing boric acid solution to the
reactor coolant at failures of the rod reactivity control system. The system consists of pressurized hydraulic
accumulators with a boric acid solution.

At the same time, taking into account the necessity of deploying the reactor within the city boundaries, with
regard for the single-circuit layout and the necessity of raising the reliability of the environmental protection
during accidents, the power unit design stipulates that the whole power unit will be within a leak-tight
enclosure (the containment). The containment accommodates the PC with the VK-300 reactor, emergency
cooldown tanks, turbine, spent fuel storage pools, refuelling machine and central hall crane, Figure 5. The
containment leak rate is 50% of the volume per day with the design pressure of not more than 0.15 MPa.
Thanks to new layout concepts for the main equipment of the VK-300 power unit, the containment
dimensions do not exceed the dimensions of the VVER-1000 reactor containment.

A set of reactor facility safety features and the concept of defence-in-depth against radioactivity escape allow
plant location in the vicinity of a residential district limiting the control area around the VK-300
cogeneration plant by the dimensions of the CNPP site.

The main technical characteristics of the reactor are given in Table 1.

Table 1.  The main technical characteristics of the reactor

Nominal thermal power of the reactor, MW 750
Nominal steam output, t/h 1370
Reactor steam pressure, MPa 6.8
Reactor outlet steam temperature, оC 285
Reactor outlet maximum steam humidity, % 0.1
Feedwater temperature, оC 190
Average mass steam content at the FA outlet, % 15.6
Core dimensions (height × equiv. diameter), m 2.42 × 3.16
Fuel enrichment, % 3.6
Fuel burnup, MW⋅day/U kg 41.4
Fuel life:
effective days
calendar days (at the capacity factor of 0.8)

437
546

3.2 Arkhangelsk CNPP
It is planned that the Arkhangelsk CNPP will consist of four units with VK-300 reactors with the total
installed power of 1000 MW in the condensation mode and with generation up to 1600 Gkal/h of heat as hot
water for district heating needs.

It is assumed that the CNPP will be capable of replacing fossil fuel as of 2 mln tons of conditional fuel and
supplying the cities of Arkhangelsk, Severodvinsk and Novodvinsk with heat and power.

Table 2 presents the technical characteristics of the CNPP.

Table 2.  Technical characteristics of the CNPP

Description and dimensionality of characteristics Value
Number of units 4
CGNP power on generator terminals, MW(e), in nominal mode 1000
CGNP power in supplying heat to consumers, Gkal/h, in nominal mode 1600
Unit service life, years 60
Average annual number of the CNPP operation hours with nominal heat
power of reactor facilities, h/year

8000

Capacity factor for nominal heat power at the CNPP reactor facilities, % 91.3
Potential annual output:
- power (from CNPP busbar), mln kWh/year
- heat, thous. Gkal/year

6003
7534
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The results of analysing environmental problems have shown that the construction of the CNPP will not only
worsen but will considerably improve the environmental situation in the Arkhangelsk Region. The primary
reason is a reduction in the fossil fuel combustion that accounts for up to a quarter of all harmful emissions
to the atmosphere.

3.3 Economic efficiency of the Arkhangelsk CNPP
Table 3 presents the economic characteristics of the Arkhangelsk CNPP.

Table 3.  Economic characteristics of the Arkhangelsk CNPP

Description and dimensionality of characteristics Value
Capital investments in the plant construction, mln $ 880
Projected cost of supply:
- power, cent/kWh
- heat, $/Gkal
- -----------------------------------------------------------------------
Payback period (from the time of the Unit 1 startup)
- with no discount
- with discount (at discount rate of 8%)

~1.0
~3.3
------------------------

5.75
7.58

Therefore, calculations of the cost efficiency of the Arkhangelsk CNPP construction project with four VK-
300 power units provide for the conclusion that the investment project for the Arkhangelsk CNPP is feasible
and its financial (commercial) efficiency will be secured. The value of the costs (with the discount rate of
8%) for the alternative project with SGU-CGP has turned out to be two times as high as for the CNPP
project.

Figure 6 shows the expected dynamic of prices for the supplied heat without the CNPP participation and with
regard for the CNPP. The CNPP introduction to the region’s power balance will reduce considerably the
rates of heat supplied to consumers in the Arkhangelsk heat supply system.

4 CONCLUSION
The construction of the Arkhangelsk CGNP and its operation jointly with other power sources as part of the
region's power supply system is a technically feasible and cost efficient project that will play an undoubtedly
positive role in solving the Arkhangelsk Region problems.
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Figure 1.  CHP share in DH production (average share – 67 %)

1 – fuel assemblies; 2 – reactor lid; 3 – reactor vessel; 4 – steam separators
5 – natural circulation guide tubes; 6 – control rod drivers

Figure 2.  General view of the VK-300 reactor
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1 – feed water; 2 – out-core-mixing chamber; 3 – preliminary separation chamber
4 – pre-separated water outlet; 5 – steam; 6 – major separated water; 7- stream outlet

Figure 3.  VK-300 circulation and separation diagram

1 – emergency cooling tank; 2 – liquid absorber storage vessel; 3 – emergency core flooding system; 4 – air heat
transfer system; 5 – emergency core cooling system; 6 – preliminary protective containment

Figure 4.  Reactor plant flow diagram
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Figure 5.  CNPP unit lay-out
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Figure 6.  Influence of the CGNP introduction on the heat supply rates
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